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Rare Event Searches for TPCs software

REST arises as a need to unify common codes for simulation and data processing 
within the group at University of Zaragoza.

REST is motivated by its use in different projects and experiments for rare event 
searches (as TREX-DM, CAST, IAXO-D0, PandaX-III, …).

Collaborative development philosophy, given its high modularity. Major 
contributions from different institutes : Univ. Zaragoza, SJTU and CEA Saclay.

REST is a development environment based on ROOT for data analysis and MC 
simulation, implementing dedicated classes for MPGD detectors → Detector 
library.
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REST in a nutshell

REST are ROOT libraries encapsulating metadata and data format.

Fixes basic event data structures : HitsEvent, TimeSignalEvent, TrackEvent, ...

Prototypes the implementation of processes that allow to transform event data.

Defines how metadata information is stored, giving meaning to the data (allowing 
to define for example, processes parameters, simulation conditions, detector 
readout topology, etc).

REST includes already pre-defined metadata (readout topology - gas properties) structures and processes 
that can be used for gas Micropatterned readout detectors.
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BUT, the ultimate feature of REST is to provide a framework to store and process 

Montecarlo and experiment data, to keep full data traceability at all processing levels.



Framework scalability and structure

REST offers scalability and integration of new metadata, event data types and event 
processes provided by the user.

REST 
framework

Defines basic event types, 
metadata classes, and basic 
event data transformation.

+ visualization tools, process 
manager, common plotting 

tools, analysis tree, etc

Detector/event 
reconstruction library

Topology/Pattern 
recognition library

The functionality of 
the framework is 
extended using 

packages that contain 
related processes. 

Theoretical dark 
matter WIMPs, axion, 

NLDBD models.

I.e. existing processes
 signal processing, TPC 
electron drift simulation, 
readout definition, etc

User REST library
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TRestMetadata example. TRestReadout.
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   // This is just the module definition.
   <readoutModule name="pixelModule" size="(nChannels*pixelSize, nChannels*pixelSize)" 

tolerance="1.e-4" >
       // We use for loops to generate any number of channels given by the CHANNELS variable.
       // The loop variable must be placed between [] in order to be evaluated.
       <for variable="nChX" from="0" to="nChannels-1" step="1" />
           <for variable="nChY" from="0" to="nChannels-1" step="1" />
               // The readout channel id will be used to identify the channel and associate it to a daq id
               <readoutChannel id="[nChX]*nChannels+[nChY]" >
                   // In this example we define one pixel per channel.
                   // But we can define any number of pixels inside a channel
                   <addPixel id="0" origin="([nChX]*pixelSize, [nChY]*pixelSize)" 

size="(${PIX_SIZE},${PIX_SIZE})" rotation="0" />
               </readoutChannel>
           </for>
       </for>
   </readoutModule>

Example of 
readout 

validation tests

Example of 
pixel readout 

module

SYSTEM VARIABLE



Complex readout description

Gerber design from PandaX-III 
microbulk detectors

REST readout validation

TRestMetadata complex description example

TRestReadout tested with 20x20 cm2 modules and 
sub-mm arbitrary pixel capability. ~1M pixels Non-trivial!!!
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Readout plane(s)
Readout module(s)

Readout channel(s)

Readout pixel(s)
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Readout generation 
has been 

automatized to test 
different detector 

granularities, module 
configuration by 

changing few 
variables definition.

TRestReadout generic description

Versatility to produce different readouts and produce systematic studies.



<TRestGas name="Gas-Xenon-TMA 1Pct" title="Xenon-TMA Mixture (1Pct TMA)">
    <parameter name="pressure" value="10" />
    <parameter name="temperature" value="293.15" />
    <parameter name="maxElectronEnergy" value="400" />
    <parameter name="ionizationPotential" value="10" />
    <parametere name="nCollisions" value="10" />
    <eField Emin="100" Emax="1000000." nodes="20" />
    <gasComponent name="xe" fraction="0.99" />
    <gasComponent name="n(ch3)3" fraction="0.01" />
</TRestGas>

Example of precalculated gas mixtures described in RML (REST Metadata Language)

Any gas available in Magboltz can be used in REST. For the gas names, we 
use the same name convention found in Garfield++ user guide (Table B1).

http://garfieldpp.web.cern.ch/garfieldpp/documentation/UserGuide.pdf

TRestGas. Gas properties.
TRestGas is an interface to Garfield++/Magboltz

Magboltz gas file generation can be launched in a ROOT 
interactive session.

TRestGas *gas = new TRestGas( "argonMixture.rml", 
"Argon-Isobutane 4Pct 10-10E3V/cm", true );
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Example of process interconnectivity (detector library)

ROOT5/6
Garfield++
GDML
Geant4

REST uses/relates to other 
external packages

TRestHitsEventTRestTimeSignalEvent

TRestRawSignalEvent

TRestTrackEvent

TRestTrackToHitsProcess

A process itself is a 
TRestMetadata 
structure that receives 
input through XML.

I.e. sampling rate, gas 
mixture, 

TRestHitsToTrackProcess
TRestFasHitsToTrackProcess

TRestSignalToHits

TRestHitsToSignal

TRestRawSignalToSignalTRestSignalToRawSignal

TRestG4HitsEvent

Geant4 MC data

Xi,Yi,Zi,Ei,...
ti,di

time,data
Coordinates, energy

Hits classified by proximity 9

See also backup 
slides 16-19



Most basic REST processing chain for PandaX-III
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Input data to the processing chain is generated using restG4



Event display after each process
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Background versus NLDBD signal recognition
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Background events falling in the 
energy Region of Interest (ROI) can 

still be reduced by exploiting the 
event topology/shape. 

A background event

1-electron 2.5MeV

0nudbd signal
2-electrons produce a clear 
signature with 2-energy blob 

at the track ends.



TRestAnalysisTree

One important feature in the REST data flow is the existence of the TRestAnalysisTree.

Process 1 Process 2 Process 3

Analysis Tree

TRest_X_Event gets transformed into TRest_Y_Event, and relevant 
information might not be available on the final state. 

The TRestAnalysisTree is common to all the data chain process, 
and any process is allowed to create a new branch at any stage 
of the data processing. The analysis tree will contain relevant 

data retrieved at any stage of the data flow, and it is always 
present in the REST-ROOT generated file.

Existing REST infrastructure inside 
to work with analysisTree 

branches.

Backup slides : 21 and 22
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Background and signal parameter distributions
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2D

3D
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Prel
im

ina
ry Almost a factor x2 improvement from 

1cm to 2mm pixel readout.

It means → from experimental 
sensitivity enhancement from      
2.5 sigma to 5 sigma → discovery. 

Or in other words …

… we reduce experimental measure 
required time by a factor 4.

Impact on signal significance with detector granularity

2D result includes 
only 1-projection



Summary
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REST provides the infrastructure to connect different event data processes, giving flexibility to define different 
detector studies, and work independently in the data processing chain thanks to its great modularity.

The REST library for MPGD detector has been widely developed given the requirements of the research group. 
But REST libraries can be built for other related topics. I.e. Library including theoretical models for axions or 
dark matter, that can then connect easily to the detector response.

The new REST framework implementation has already published first results for PandaX-III CDR 
(backup slide 34). 

It is actively used in PandaX-III, TREX-DM, IAXO-D0 and CAST projects/experiments, for data acquisition, data 
processing and data analysis, as well as Montecarlo studies.

Good learning curve allowing undergraduate and master students develop their thesis with REST and 
contribute to it! By means of processes validation, upgrade or adding new independent processes that interface 
with the framework.



Backup
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REST packages

REST libraries can also be used independently. I.e. without required connectivity 
with REST data flow.

Two examples

1. Used to generate data in REST format → RestG4

Geant4 code interfacing with dedicated REST classes for Geant4, 
Geant4 simulation conditions, 

2. Used to access data in REST format → RestWeb

A server populated with REST data can be made accessible through a 
web interface where we can search runs, display event, filter them, produce 
analysis plots, etc. 18



Code repository
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RESTv2.0 is stored and maintained in a GitLab repository hosted at University of 
Zaragoza. We explout Git versioning system by using Git tags.

REST documentation following Doxygen philosophy (code + doc always 
together).

Continuous integration Inrteresting Git feature. Very recent but relevant to us.

→ Develop validation of tests before submission of changes to the repository.

I.e. We launch a basic Geant4 simulation and check the results are compatible. 



REST Framework scheme

TRestRun

All the event data and metadata access ( I/O ) is managed/centralized in TRestRun.

TRestRun is also responsible to manage event processing.

TRestMetadata TRestEvent TRestEventProcess

Readout description

Gas properties

Main C++ REST classes
Definning the framework behaviour

TRestHitsEvent

TRestTimeSignalEvent

TRestSignalToHitsEventProcess

TRestElectronDiffusionProcess

TRestMetadata allows input 
to REST through XML files 
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All data + metadata is always stored. To assure traceability and reproducibility.

See also backup slides 14 and 15. 

Backup slides 22 and 23



TRestMetadata::TRestManager
The TRestManager class allows to define the main metadata information (readout, gas) and 

the processes we will use to process event data. 
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REST encapsulated ROOT data format

REST files are self content and keep full traceability of the event data processing 
metadata.

Typical REST file contents

Geant4 simulation conditions

Processes metadata information

Event data

Analysis Tree

Geometry

Run metadata

METADATA + DATA always together full history 
and traceability 
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TRestElectronDiffusionProcess

TRestHitsToSignalProcess

TRestFEMINOSToSignalProcess

Geant4 simulation
restG4 output DAQ 

rawfile/data stream

TRestG4Event

TRestSignalEvent

TRestSignalEvent

Towards comparison of rawdata and simulation data

TRestHitsEvent

TRestSignalDeconvolutionProcess

Simplified data and simulation 
processing chains

TRestGas*

TRestReadout

* Gas parameters as drift velocity or gas diffusion can be directly given to processes.
TRestGas allows to define the properties of any gas mixture by using the Garfield++ interface to Magboltz.

Fast statistical 
approach
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TRestElectronDiffusionProcess TRestHitsToSignal TRestSignalGaussianConvolution

TRestAddSignalNoise

The main goal is to reach one point where the 
processing and analysis of events for 

simulated data and real data is equivalent.

We can also introduce an arbitrary signal 
response, measured or previously simulated.

Daq event like simulation data

TRestSignalConvolution

Most simplified MC processing to get a reasonable 
detector signal response.
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TRestHitsToTrackProcess

TRestSignalToHitsProcess

TRestSignalEvent

TRestHitsEvent

TRestTrackEvent

Common rawdata/simulation process chain

TRestSignalAnalysisProcess

TRestAnalysisTree
TRestHitsAnalysisProcess

TRestAnalysisTree TRestTrackReductionProcess

TRestTrackPathMinimizationProcess

TRestTrackEvent

TRestTrackAnalysisProcess

…….

TRestAnalysisTree

Any REST process can add new 
observables to the analysis tree.

TRestAnalysisTree

25



YX X Y

Sampling : 1 us
Pitch : 3mm

The resulting processed track event

XZ and YZ track event projections for simulated events using 
PandaX-III stripped readout.
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TRestAnalysisPlots (Systematic plot production) 
    <plot name="Hitmap" title="Hitmap (from hitsAnalysis)" xlabel="X [mm]" ylabel="Y [mm]"
          logscale="false" save="/tmp/file3.png"  value="ON" >
          <variable name="hitsAna.yMean" range="(0,200)" nbins="1000" />
          <variable name="hitsAna.xMean" range="(0,200)" nbins="1000" />
    </plot>

    <plot name="Hitmap" title="Spectrum (single tracks)" xlabel="Threshold integral energy [ADC units]" ylabel="Counts" 
          logscale="true" save="/tmp/file4.pdf"  value="ON" >
          <variable name="sgnlAna.ThresholdIntegral" range="(0,100000)" nbins="1000" />

          <cut variable="tckAna.nTracksX" condition="==1" value="ON" >
          <cut variable="tckAna.nTracksY" condition="==1" value="ON" >
    </plot>

We can do 1D, 2D or 3D plots

We can apply specific cuts to each 
plot definition
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TRestAnalysisPlots for quick look data production
TRestAnalysisPlot::
PlotCombinedCanvas()

It show a screen with all the plots defined in 
our plotAnalysis section.

<canvas size="(1000,800)" divide="(2,2)" />

If the option save is enabled (we have 
provided a filename) each of the plots will 
be stored in the filename given.

<plot name=”Baseline” …>

<plot name=”Spectrum” …>

<plot name=”Hitmap” …>

<plot name=”Spectrum2” …>

Cd109 source

PandaX-III

Zgz prototype
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TRestMetadata
Advanced features in configuration scheme defined by 
TRestMetadata allows for complex readout topology 
definitions.

Using FOR loops or complex mathematical expression 
evaluation.

Gerber design from PandaX-III 
microbulk detectors

REST readout visualization

TRestMetadata complex description example

The readout is made of readout pixels - 
readout channels - readout modules
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<section gas name="Gas-Xenon-TMA 1Pct" title="Xenon-TMA Mixture (1Pct TMA)">
    <parameter name="pressure" value="10" />
    <parameter name="temperature" value="293.15" />
    <parameter name="maxElectronEnergy" value="400" />
    <parameter name="ionizationPotential" value="10" />
    <parametere name="nCollisions" value="10" />
    <eField Emin="100" Emax="1000000." nodes="20" />
    <gasComponent name="xe" fraction="0.99" />
    <gasComponent name="n(ch3)3" fraction="0.01" />
</section>

Example of precalculated gas mixtures described in RML

Any gas available in Magboltz can be used in REST. The name convention can 
be found in Garfield++ user guide (Table B1).

http://garfieldpp.web.cern.ch/garfieldpp/documentation/UserGuide.pdf

Gas mixture description. TRestMetadata::TRestGas
TRestGas is an interface to Garfield++/Magboltz

Magboltz gas file generation can be launched in a ROOT 
interactive session.

TRestGas *gas = new TRestGas( "argonMixture.rml", 
"Argon-Isobutane 4Pct 10-10E3V/cm", true );
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Examples of spatial and energy primary event  distributions

Cosmic muon Low E cosmic 
Gamma (~MeV)

High E cosmic 
Gamma (~10GeV)

Simulations for IAXO detector by E. Ruiz Choliz/J. Gracia at Univ. of Zaragoza
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GDML Geometry stored as TGeoManager object in ROOT
restG4 uses GDML geometry definition. 

Interactive root session:
TRestRun *run = new TRestRun();
run->OpenInputFile(“myRESTFile.root”);
TGeoManager *geo = run->GetGeometry();

geo->GetVolume(3)->GetName();
>> (const char* 0x33343e9)"vesselVolume"

geo->GetVolume(3)->Draw(“ogl”);

Interactive root session:
TGeoManager *geo = new TGeoManager();
geo->Import(“GeometrySetup.gdml”);
geo->GetTopVolume()->Draw(“ogl”);

GDML in ROOT

GDML Geometry in REST
The geometry is 
stored inside the 

REST file.
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restG4 package (simulation input from Geant4)

restG4 is a package allowing us to generate a first dataset in the REST event data 
and metadata format.

It requires :

- A description of the simulation conditions through an REST configuration file.

- A geometry definition in GDML compatible with ROOT.
Example with primaries definition : U238 launched from volume vessel existing in GDML geometry 
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PandaX-III results produced with REST

`

https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.08883

The PandaX-III CDR was submitted to arXiv recently.
Background contribution and 

detector readout and time response 
was studied with existing REST 

processes and metadata structures.

Full study of different background 
contributions from different detector 

components.
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Event visualization using ROOT TEve classes
REST also provides visualizing tools for each basic event data type

The Eve Manager facilitates the Geant4 event inspection and track identification. 

Primary electron from 
DBD

Secondary electron 
produced by the second 
DBD electron track.
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Public documentation https://sultan.unizar.es/rest/

Some documentation available but still some effort 
needed to have a complete doc.
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List of processes → https://sultan.unizar.es/rest/
Can be found under tutorials page
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https://sultan.unizar.es/rest/md__home_javier_git_REST_v2_doc_tutorials_List_of_REST_Processes.html

